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Dusky Walnut and Sun Bleached Oak

Sun Bleached Oak

Dusky Walnut and Sun Bleached Oak

PCA Predict
Location: Worcester, UK
Sector: Office
Collection: Amtico Access
Products & Laying Patterns: Dusky Walnut SX5W2542,  
Sun Bleached Oak SX5W2531

For PCA Predict in Worcester, the 
need to choose new flooring came 
earlier than expected.

Even though they’d only 
been in the building for 
two years, the existing cork 
floor had faded badly and 
didn’t complement the 
sleek interior scheme. With 
big-name global clients and 
as market leader in cloud-
based services for online 
checkout optimisation, 
the building’s entrance 
and the wellused breakout 
area both needed to look 
professional and be easy 
to maintain to ensure 
a consistently smart 
appearance for client 
meetings and corporate 
events.

Contemporary, sleek, 
practical and durable 
were the keywords for this 
flooring project. After a 
false start with the cork 
floor, Office Manager 
Philippa Jaine was keen to 
achieve a contemporary 
look, but one that would 
also be able to cope with 
the footfall and, most 
importantly, would cause 
minimum disruption to the 
staff during installation.

Combining the main 
entrance and breakout 
area, the total flooring 
space measured 95m2.



Amtico Access is a collection of 
stylish loose lay flooring products 
with a durable 0.55mm wear layer.

Available in 43 products 
including 18 wood, 10 stone 
or 15 abstracts, lay Amtico 
Access with or without 
adhesive and install over 
raised access flooring for 
easy maintenance.

Amtico Access combines 
original design with 
practical performance 

and is a quick and 
cost effective flooring 
solution without the need 
for downtime or other 
disruption.

PCA Predict

Dusky Walnut (R) and Sun Bleached Oak (L)
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“We knew quality and ease of installation 
were paramount, given the 24/7 nature of 
PCA Predict’s operation. The service from 
Amtico was impeccable, and all meetings with 
Amtico technical staff prior to installation went 
smoothly.”
Andy Matthews
Formation Flooring
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